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Home Zone Overview
With alarming increases in energy prices, take control of your energy consumption with a Siemens Home Zoning Solution.
Easily added to any ducted heating or cooling system, a Siemens zone control system allows you to direct air into the
rooms of the house being used, and away from rooms which are not.
To provide you with premium home comfort, our environmental portfolio offers zoning controls, damper actuators and
wired or wireless thermostat solutions which are all easy to install and operate.
HTC Series

HZC Series

The Siemens Home Touch Controller (HTC) allows you to

The Siemens Home Zone Control (HZC) kits allow you to

control the flow of air to different rooms within your home or

control the flow of air to different rooms of your home or

apartment quickly, easily and with style.

apartment.

Systems are available to control from one to sixteen zones,

The easy to use touch panel features on/off buttons with LED

enabling use in any residential application.

lamps to indicate the zone status.

Not only will Siemens Home Touch Control enable you

Systems are available to switch between two to eight zones.

to reduce your energy bill, you will also be helping the
environment.

Accessory kits are available complete with additional prenamed zone labels, touchpad overlays and a bezel allowing
you to modify your system as often as you desire.
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Key features

Key features

• Large colour LCD touch-screen
• Control of up to 16 zones
• Variable zone opening adjustment to limit the air flow to an
open zone
• Customise zone names to suit your personal preferences
• Option to use a second touch screen for control of all zones
• Quick-connect low voltage RJ12 connections - no electrician
required for installation
• Automatic over-current protection with fault indication
• Automatic spill function to ensure at least one zone is always
open

•
•
•
•

Stylish, contemporary design
2 to 8 zone kits available
May be used in conjunction with HTC series touch-screen
Quick-connect low voltage RJ12 connections - no electrician
required for installation
• Hassle-free installation – Only a single cable needs to be
installed within the wall space
• Automatic over current protection with fault indication
• Automatic spill function to ensure at least one zone is
always open

Damper Actuators
To complete your quality Siemens Zone Control installation, fit Siemens Damper Actuators to your zone dampers.
OpenAir™ is a comprehensive portfolio of damper actuators tailored to suit your requirements through easy installation
and durability in operation. They also offer fast and precise control, long life cycles and energy efficiency.
Now this advanced and affordable technology is available for your home or other residential applications.

GSD and GQD Series

GDB and GLB Series

The fast and quiet GSD and GQD series damper actuators,

The GDB/GLB series damper actuators are the perfect choice

with a powerful 2Nm of torque, are designed to operate

for high torque applications where quality and reliability are

direct driven zone dampers in spring return and non-spring

essential

return applications.

Key features

Key features

•
•
•
•
•

• Powerful 5Nm (GDB) and 10Nm (GLB) of torque
• Complete range of 24Vac and 230Vac, 3-position and
modulating (0..10Vdc) units available
• Manually adjustable
• Clear damper position indication
• Quiet operation
• Environmentally friendly design with low power
consumption

Actuators for residential applications
Operate either in AC or DC 24V and AC 230V
Extremely quiet operation
GQD provides 15s fast spring return operation
Standard residential mounting or anti-rotation arm options
available
• RJ12 connection available (24V, non-spring return only)
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Our world is undergoing changes that force us to think in new
ways: demographic change, urbanization, global warming
and resource shortages. Maximum efficiency has top priority –
and not only where energy is concerned. In addition, we need
to increase comfort for the well-being of users. Also, our need
for safety and security is constantly growing. For our customers,
success is defined by how well they manage these challenges.
Siemens has the answers.
“We are the trusted technology partner for energy-efficient,
safe and secure buildings and infrastructure.”
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